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Abstract
The progress on species distribution modelling (SDM) methods has brought new insights
into the field of biological invasion management. In particular, statistical niche modelling,
for spatio-temporal predictions of marine species’ distribution, is an increasingly used tool,
supporting efficient decision-making for prevention and conservation. Earth's climate has
changed significantly in the last century and the number of alien species penetrating from
Indo-Pacific Ocean and South part of the Atlantic in the Mediterranean will continue to
increase over the next decades. The purpose of the present study was to predict the
potential geographic distribution and expansion of invasive alien lionfish (Pterois miles and
Pterois volitans) with ecological niche modelling along the Mediterranean Sea. Temporal
and spatial occurrence data from the first occurrence of a species for each country with
coast along the Mediterranean Sea, was used to develop robust predictions of species
richness, since the capacity to predict spatial patterns of species richness remains largely
unassessed in this region. Marine climatic data layers were collected from the BioORACLE and MARSPEC global databases. Different statistical models were evaluated to
establish if these could provide useful predictions of absolute and relative lionfish
distribution and expansion. The findings are an important step towards validating the use of
SDM for invasive alien lionfish in the Mediterranean Sea.
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